engAGE at the Linskill Centre –
Opportunities for people aged 55+
Evaluation report 2016 to 2019
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Aim
1. To establish an Elder's Forum (yr 1) of max 12 elders meeting 4 times per
year to help review, plan, promote and maintain the programme.

The engAGE forum was established in January 2017 after a successful project
launch engaging 60 older people at the Linskill Centre. The launch received good
press attention and 11 interested participants were invited to the first Forum meeting,
with 9 people attending.

In Year 1 the engAGE forum met weekly and fortnightly in the initial development
stage when the shape of engAGE was forming. Five volunteers were recognised for
their support having been nominated for The Chairman of North Tyneside Councils
Volunteering Awards and North Tyneside Age Takes Centre Stage Awards which
recognises the contribution older people aged over 50 make to their community.
Approximately 400 hours were provided by volunteers.

In Year 2 the Forum developed into a group of 11 volunteers who regularly
supported the engAGE programme and helped plan which style of activities they
would like to deliver based on demand from members. Six new volunteers joined the
project to focus on specific activities and events which interested them; Floristry,
Wool Craft, Film Club and Art Appreciation. Forum volunteers actively engaged in
many events and established a regular presence at the Linskill Centre rather than
meeting each quarter. In Year 2, a member of the Forum won the North Tyneside
“Age takes Centre Stage” award for supporting a commitment to learnming amongst
her peers, as founder member of engAGE’s “Linskill Scribblers” creative writing
group.

In Year 3 Forum volunteers remain focussed on their individual activities which not
only gives people ownership but results in a very committed, engaged and
empowered Forum who are perfect advocates for the programme. In Year 3 a
further 6 volunteers joined the engAGE family to support the programme in admin
roles and practical tasks such as serving refreshments and setting up rooms for
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groups. Volunteers continue to meet regularly with the engAGE project worker and
collectively at volunteer network meetings and “Thank you” events. In Year 3
engAGE volunteers were nominated and won an Age Takes Centre Stage Award, for
older volunteers in North Tyneside, in the ‘Keep Learning’ category. engAGE
volunteers have given approximately 700 hours of their time to deliver and support
the programme during Year 3 which equates to approximately 180 hours per quarter.

“I have found pleasure in the activities and it has
encouraged me to become a volunteer as l realised I still
have something to offer, which is good for my confidence
and general wellbeing”

2. By year three engAGE will have provided 640 opportunities, attracted an
estimated 320 elders and delivered 30 activities engaging on average 20
people.

In total 704 opportunities have been offered via the engAGE programme which is
10% more than the original estimated target. The number of individuals recorded as
attending one or more activity is 604 which is 89% more than the original estimated
target of 320 older people.

New participants

Number of

Number of

Number of

opportunities

activities (new)

social/learning
hours

Year 1

269

193

15

-

Year 2

156

270

27 (15)

500

Year 3

179

241

22 (16)

450
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Evidence
When asked, engAGE participants state that the programme gives older
people the opportunity to increase their wellbeing and friendships and 87%
stated that they strongly agree with this statement.

“I have made many new friends through EngAGE”
“Good exercise, relaxing, helps with balance & I have met lovely people
at the class”
“It’s good relaxation and exercises and time just for yourself.
I’ve also made a number of friends which has really helped me settle in the area”
“I think it is very good giving older folk a variety of courses. It encourages
friendships, important social occasions and a way of learning”
“Sometimes I don’t want to go - but I do and then I really enjoy it. We meet for
coffee afterwards and I have made two really good friends who I do other things
with now. We have recently joined the WI meeting at the Linskill Centre and also
meet outside of Linskill to go out for a meal. I have more options now. Each time
I go out I meet someone else; I’m in a better place now”.
"Great stress reliever, time to have fun"
"I can escape from problems at these events - so relaxing"
"I feel much happier"
"It's changed everything - mental and physical"
“Being out and about makes me feel happier and more involved”
“Feeling happier being amongst company. Feeling liberated. Listening to people
and talking to people”
“It's the first time I have travelled alone since recovering from a long term illness
which has isolated me considerably”
“It was so nice to do something different that I probably wouldn't have
done on my own”
“Very pleasurable day, lots of chat in the mini bus and the Harrogate
Show was a real treat!”
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When asked, engAGE participants state that the programme provides people
55+ with the opportunity to continue learning and 80% stated that they
strongly agree with this statement.

In Year 3 there were 165 opportunities to share or learn a skill by attending up to 9
different activities including card making, origami and drift wood mobile designs.
100% of participants reported enjoying the workshop citing fun, friendless and
enjoyment from learning a new skill resulting in a finished object. All participants
stated that the workshop had a positive effect on their mood citing how they felt
inspired and creative learning a new skill. Participants left feeling confident and
eager to learn more.

Older age, for most, follows decades where skill sharing and learning has played
second place to a career and raising a family and engAGE has allowed older people
to rekindle their interest in learning again by having the opportunity to try a number of
different creative workshops.

“Well done to all who planned and executed this
experience. Good fun and educational too. Keeps the
brain cell I’ve got left happy”.
“The session gives off that feel good factor. We are
learning in a relaxed environment. Everyone goes
home feeling elated and so much happier!”
“For me, I am back to writing again, something I
thought I had lost the talent for. I might never be a
famous author but I am learning so much. I love how
such a wide range of people have gelled over a
common love of writing. I am even looking at doing a
creative writing course at college next year! I can
safely say it's been one of the best things
I have ever done”
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When asked, engAGE participants state that the programme provides people
55+ with the opportunity to share skills and 87% stated that they strongly
agree with this statement.
The Woollies “knit and natter” group has grown in participant numbers during Year 3
with a regular 10 to 12 people sharing knitting and crochet skills to create items to
donate to charities and this activity started because one person offered to share their
skills to another. The Hobby Club started in Year 3 with paid tutors delivering
specific craft sessions but future workshops have been planned where an older
engage volunteer is passing on their skills in paper craft, having delivered a
Christmas Wrapping workshop based on Japanese style gift wrapping.

Skill share continues to be the backbone to the Scribblers Creative Writing group
who produced two publications of short stories and poetry in Year 3. One member of
the group entered and won a local writing competition after soaking up the range of
skills in the weekly critique sessions through engAGE.

Larger events delivered in Year 3 provided opportunities for people to share the skills
they had learned in previous years with engAGE, for example people who had
attended the engAGE Floristry Workshops came together to make floral table
decorations for a Burns Night Ceilidh and Summer Tea Dance.

When asked, engAGE participants state that the programme provides
opportunities to bring the community together and 87% stated that they
strongly agree with this statement.

“I feel more active in the community and I’m
more likely to try new activities - my selfesteem has definitely increased”
We all laughed a lot, very enjoyable. Met
some lovely friendly people.
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Engage makes a difference to older people:

“I don’t sleep very well and haven’t for years but I’ve noticed since coming to
the book club I am more relaxed and sleeping better – I’ve found my love for
reading again. Thank you”
“I found engAGE purely by accident. After 6 weeks of non-weight bearing after
a serious ankle injury I was very unfit and needed low impact exercise, so I
looked for Tai Chi classes. Luckily you were just starting some. Although I
have regained my fitness I love Tai Chi and my friend and I will keep them up
as long as you hold them”
“I am impressed with the wide range of activities and once a house move is
out of the way will definitely become more involved, especially writing (though
not the dancing which my friend wants me to do!)”
“2 years ago I lost my husband after 56 very happy years of marriage. I joined
Linskill after being persuaded by a friend and haven’t looked back. I joined
Zumba and the choir for people who can’t sing and have fun and made many
friends. Last year I visited Yorkshire Sculpture park with you and thoroughly
enjoyed my day. I think you and all at Linskill are doing a marvellous job and
thank you very much”
“EngAge has opened my eyes to opportunities in the area particularly our art
galleries and museums which I hadn’t visited since my kids were little. I’ve
made many new friends so the social side is important too”.

engAGE offers older people an identity at the centre

"Everyone has been so lovely with Ann, something that doesn't happen all the time,
believe me. I had a chat with Ann about it and she loves it, she feels comfortable with
everyone and feels like she has made proper friends. From my point of view her
confidence has soared and I am delighted to see she is back writing physically with a
pen which I wasn't sure would happen after her last stroke. Scribblers has
encouraged her to try different things too, and she is spending less time trawling
round the shops and actually doing things like going to the library and using the
computers to research things for her stories, how amazing is that! She is also writing
nice things as when we started writing was only an outlet for the frightening things she
thought about. She is so much more relaxed"
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engAGE has offered older people a voice to inform what a program of
opportunities can look like for them and a voice to become involved at all
levels.

"There was nothing out there for me and I didn't want to be
travelling into Newcastle, especially on my own. I wanted to
make friends and keep my brain active"
"I recently moved to the area and didn't know anyone or
anything but I knew I wanted to write and engAGE has made
that happen and it's wonderful"

engAGE offers younger users of the centre a future in terms of the types of
social and learning opportunities that will become available once they age and
their work and caring commitments are less.

I want to be going canoeing and
abseiling when I'm retired"
"I'll tell my mum about that but I
wish I could come myself"
"I thought it was all bingo and
knitting but I can't wait to get
involved"

engAGE provides a safe space for older centre users and a Forum to ask for
support; having confidence that the project worker will signpost them to the
necessary organisations within the locality.

"I know I'll find someone to talk to here on a Wednesday
at the cuppa club - it gives me a reason to get out for an
hour and see what's going on"
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engAGE makes a difference to Linskill and it’s beneficiaries
Prior to the grant the Linskill Centre did not have an older person’s activity
programme and at the end of Year 2 the engAGE programme consisted of 8 regular
activities which feature in an attractive information leaflet showcasing the back bone
to the project and inviting readers to ask for more information on what else is coming
up in the programme. The number and variety of taster sessions, advertised outside
of the main leaflet, remains an important component of engAGE and really satisfies
the challenge which many older people face around not always being able to commit
to attending regularly because of ill health, hospital appointments and caring
responsibilities. Older people can dip in and out of the programme and find
something which suits.

After an active first year the engAGE programme became attractive to other
organisations and community groups working with older people allowing a number of
joint activities and events to be delivered. engAGE is now recognised as a pathway
for Primary Care Navigators, based in GP surgeries, and Social Prescribing services
to signpost service users to. Local GP surgeries regularly feature flyers and posters
advertising opportunities to their older patients.

engAGE has informed other projects funded within the Community Development
Department at the Linskill Centre. During Year 2 an additional project worker,
funded through the Big Lottery to deliver a programme of learning, employment and
wellbeing opportunities to adults aged 18+, joined the Community Development team
at the Linskill Centre, and the Encompass adult provision programme was
established. Lessons learned and best practice established during development of
the engAGE programme has helped inform Encompass, resulting in close joint
working to strengthen the departments community offer.

The Linskill Centre now has an active programme of opportunities for older people in
a centre where previously the focus has been on younger people, which is an
important change for an often forgotten group of the population; it has been a very
welcome addition. Very importantly the grant has given older people a voice to
affect the style and types of activities on offer and empowered people to take part.
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The engAGE programme provides a safe space where older people can meet others
in similar situations for example people who are bereaved, social isolated, new to the
area or recently retired and needing to fill their days. Someone aged 55+ coming to
Linskill for the first time can take away with them a list of regular weekly and monthly
activities where they can share and learn new skills, improve their health and
wellbeing, increase their confidence and make new friendships. Activities and
events are popular and those with limited space often sell out quickly, further
cementing the fact that this type of programme was needed at Linskill.

The grant has increased awareness of the Linskill Centre in that more people are
coming to access services in other departments as a result of attending engAGE
activities. Through increased awareness engAGE continues to be a pathway for
Primary Care Navigators based in GP surgeries, and Social Prescribing services to
signpost service users on to. Local GP surgeries regularly feature flyers and posters
advertising opportunities to their older patients. engAGE has enabled social action
projects to be delivered alongside other organisations for example the Woollies ‘knit
and natter’ group regularly make and donate knitted items to different charities.
Partnerships have strengthened with local organisations including North Tyneside
Arts Studio, VODA, Live at Home Scheme North Shields, The Whitley Bay Tea
Dance Company, Dance City Newcastle and Tyne and Wear Museums.

When asked, engAGE participants stated that the programme has made a
difference to people aged 55+ and 80% stated that they strongly agree with this
statement.

“I don’t want to think what would happen if I didn’t have
the choir and the Woollies”.
“Engage has transformed my retirement experience.”
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engAGE provides opportunities to bring the community together, for example.
The Northumbria World War One commemoration project is based in the Linskill
Centre and volunteers of the group approached the engAGE Woollies group to see if
they would like to be involved in their community project for the Centenary
Anniversary of WW1, by way of making crocheted or knitted poppies.
http://northumbriaworldwarone.co.uk/. Despite the Woollies only having met twice at
this stage, the ladies jumped at the chance and began sourcing patterns and making
a start on the hoped for target of 500 poppies. To help boost community
involvement the Woollies hosted a special ‘poppy making’ event where more than 20
people came along to see how they could help. The 500 poppy target was easily
achieved in week one and six months later the Woollies contributed more than 2000
poppies. Over 40000 lives were lost to WW1 in North Tyneside and overall the
project aimed to have enough poppies to remember each life lost. Seven cemeteries
across North Tyneside displayed the community created poppies and members from
the Woollies helped shape the design of the display.
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Appendix
Project Identity
Giving the project a name proved to be a real challenge, as age needed to be in
there somewhere to attract people aged 55+ but it was also a huge barrier, for most
‘older people’. Members of the Forum and the wider community who enthused about
the project all had different motivations for attending a program of activities and
different interests and opinions – it was not an easy task then to find a project name
they could all identify with.

Conversations during the project launch and at the first Forum meeting recognised
there were individuals who were very comfortable being associated with the words
Older, Elder, Senior and were happy to associate with the using names Golden,
Evergreen, Silver and Gold, but then the larger group of voices were very much
against those associations and didn’t consider themselves as being old at 55+ and
would be put off attending a program with those associations.
The Forum felt very strongly that the words ‘older’ and ‘senior’ should not be in the
marketing as it would put people off attending.

Table 1. Suggested project names.
LINKage – participate, communicate,

Experience counts

share. Social activities for older
engagement.
Evergreen Club

Timeless – age is just a number

Sprightly Seniors

Purple Project

55 up

Blue Moon

Upwardly mobiles

Wear & Tear

Scrapheap challenge

Milestones

Ante depressives

Linskill Links Project

The Oldies

55 Forward – events for people 55+

Golden
Abacus – age is just a number
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‘55 Forward’ was considered by the Forum as a possible name for the project, but
after further discussion it was felt that 55 in the title was too exclusive.

The name engAGE was finally settled on, and was quickly adopted and owned by
participants, with the AGE focus promoting the older adult opportunities. The name
uses the word age but not older and is accompanied by the words “choice and
opportunities for people 55+

Font and logo
The goal was to use easily recognisable characters such as Arial, Verdana, Tahoma
and Sans Serif versions of any typeface are often more legible, since the letters are
simple The chosen font for the publications associated with the engAGE project
needed to be very readable. Alongside being sympathetic to people with sight loss it
was important to have a logo which is easily recognisable and appealing. The final
logo was chosen to emphasis the AGE part of engAGE – showing that the project is
about getting involved in something but that age is a factor and alongside the style of
experiences on offering it quickly becomes apparent that the AGE refers to older
age.

Project Launch
It was decided to launch the project in December to recruit older people for the
elders forum and to raise awareness of the program so that older people could
contribute their ideas for activities and events. Questionnaires were produced to
capture people’s ideas and suggestions. The launch consisted of three open
days/drop in events, including a raffle and festive refreshments, at the Linskill Centre
inviting older people interested in finding out what was planned and contributing
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ideas for the program and others interested in volunteering or delivering sessions for
the program. Posters and flyers were produced and displayed within the Linskill
Centre and distributed to community organisations and groups working with older
people. A press release was submitted to the local press.

A total of 60 people attended the project launch across three open days with
Thursday being the busiest day and perhaps an indication of a good day to host
activities. Alongside people attending the launch the project worker spent time with
two older people’s groups (craft groups n=34) in the Linskill centre chatting about the
project and gaining insight into other activities people may like to attend.

Whilst contact details were taken, age of participants was not collected. The two
craft groups can be considered as ‘older’ age people of 70 years plus, but the mix of
ages of others attending the launch was more diverse with the majority of people
being 55+ rather than 75+. Not everyone who attended the sessions was retired
with some people still working part time.

People who attended had found out about the launch through a variety of ways,
showing that the methods of advertising the launch worked well. Most people were
looking to find out what was going on and what would be delivered for them to attend
but several were very keen to have a greater involvement and to volunteer as part of
the Forum to help steer the project to success.

An overriding theme at the launch drop in sessions was that this project should offer
‘something different…something new’. The project worker was able to signpost
people to activities already being delivered either at the Linskill Centre or elsewhere
in the local community but people stated that the Linskill Centre was their preferred
venue so they hoped that duplicate activities could still be delivered.

The cost of attending sessions was discussed with people recognising that a small
amount needs to be charged but that higher costs such as £5 per session or pre
paying for blocks of sessions is a barrier. The project worker discussed that the
‘things’ delivered would be a mix of a small charge about £3, FREE and a higher
amount for bigger style events such as day trips out.
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Alongside people attending the launch who wanted to attend activities delivered as
part of the programme were people who wanted to share their skills and had ideas
for either supporting or running a group.

In the lead up to the launch sessions enquiries had been received from Cooking4Life
(an enterprise delivering healthy eating cooking workshops), tutors wishing to
expand their work with older people including Art and Dance sessions. An
Intergenerational Worker, with a huge amount of experience in the locality, attended
the launch session to discuss ways of working together to involve younger people in
the local area.

Questionnaires undertaken both during the launch and in the weeks following
consulted on people’s interests and ideas for activities, and when sessions would be
preferred to run. Most people ticked that daytime was a preferred although ‘weekend’
and ‘Friday/Saturday nights’ were also suggested, showing potential to deliver
events outside of the traditional hours associated with ‘older people’ activities.

Themes for activities apparent from the launch sessions:
Active including exercise, trips out and visiting venues to learn about something
Creative to use current skills in a social environment for enjoyment or to learn new
skills including art, knitting, sewing
Musical to learn an instrument or sing for fun
Digital technology to learn new skills and remain up to date with society
Cultural to include theatre, film, visiting places of interest as a group
A further breakdown of the types of activities, events and ‘things’ people would like
included in the programme are shown in Table 2.

The launch was a very positive start to the project having engaged with 74 people
through the launch sessions and questionnaires.
An overriding observation was that people did not relate to the terms ‘Elders Forum’
and activities for ‘older people’. A discussion around names for the project resulted
in the following; Evergreen, Sprightly Seniors, 55 up, Scrap Heap Challengers and
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Upwardly Mobiles. People did not like to be associated with the word ‘older’ in
particular and despite people being the age group we are targeting they do not
identify as being ‘old. Older implies that it is not specific to the individual because
there is always someone ‘older’ than ourselves; older implies ill health, poor mobility,
reduced options and by association is a negative word.

People opted to be notified of the next steps of the project in a number of ways
including email.

Table 2. Ideas put forward for activities from the launch open days

Activity idea

Notes

Music
Playing an

Clarinet lessons and learning to play the steel pans

instrument
Learning a

Conversational German

language
Singing

Singing for fun, a daytime Choir

Gardening

To include trips/talks

Local History

To include war memorials

Wildlife
Creative

e.g the scribblers

Writing
Cultural

To tie the project into different cultures and festivals

events

(Chinese New year, Jewish Festivals, Indian Diwali,
Vamos)

Film

To include trips/talks. A movie club e.g. White Christmas
during December. Watching ‘period dramas’ in full like a
film

Theatre

To include trips/talks

Quizzes

Music quiz

Games

To include playing socially and learning e.g. scrabble,
whist, bridge
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Circus visits

http://www.letscircus.com/

Knitting
Sewing
Art
Dance

To include salsa, ballroom, jive

Exercise

Gentle exercise, seated exercise

Antiques

To include talks on items

Roadshow
Trips/days out
Cooking

To include help on a budget

Technology/m

How to use the technology they own

obiles/
Facebook
Walking

Walking with a purpose ie.e to visit somewhere rather
than around the streets

Aromatherapy
massage
Wine tasting
Horse riding,
sailing
Quizzes
Reading
groups
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engAGE Leaflet
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Partnership working
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North Tyneside Art Studio
Take pART
O2
Newcastle Building Society
Remembering the Past
Whitley Bay Tea Dance Company
The Happiness Company
Linskill Choir
The Red Cross
WING
The Old Low Lights Heritage Centre
Tynemouth Fine Art
Tyne and Wear Museum Service
North Tyneside Library Service
Sustrans
Dave Robinson Tai Chi
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Breakdown of activities and events
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Year 1: Description of activities and events delivered in Year 1 of the engAGE
program including the outcome and number of opportunities delivered.

Name

Description

Outcome

No of
opportu
nities
delivere
d

Creative Writing
(Scribblers)

Based on the needs of a forum
member who had recently
moved to the area and could not
find a suitable class to attend.

An established self-led
group who have worked
with paid tutors and
produced a booklet of
stories.

35

An established self-led
group who meet weekly.

25

An established self-led
group who meet socially
weekly.

43

An established self-led
group supported by
North Tyneside Library
Service.

8

Date specific training
offered as part of the
engAGE program.

2

Date specific training
offered as part of the
engAGE program.

3

A one off taster session.

1

A one off three day
event.

5

An established self-led
group who meet monthly
to enjoy the natural
world.

6

A one off 4 date event in
the summer.

4

Chess Club

Cuppa Club

Monthly reading
group
(Page Turners)

Information Session
First Aid training

Information Session
Tech workshops

Nordic Walking

Adventure Style
Activities ‘Pushing the
Possibilities’ course

Nature on your
doorstep

Singing Social

Based on the needs of two
engAGE participants who
wanted to play chess socially
Based on the needs of a forum
member who living with mental
health challenges wanted a
regular opportunity to meet and
socialise with people.
Based on a request from 3
forum members who enjoy
reading and wanted to try a
social reading group.
Based on an opportunity offered
by the Red Cross where free
training is available to
vulnerable groups including
older adults.
Based on an opportunity offered
by O2 where staff are released
into the community to deliver
supportive workshops to
increase digital skills.
Based on an opportunity to work
with a local older volunteer from
Sustrans.
Based on a recommendation
from a forum member who had
participated in a 3 day outdoor
adventure course aimed at
‘pushing the possibilities’ for
people aged 55+.
Based on a request from a
forum member who wanted to
spend time with likeminded
people in the local area rather
than travelling into Newcastle to
the botanical society.
Based on an opportunity to work
with an established singing tutor
at the Linskill Centre.
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Information Session
Healthwatch North
Tyneside
Digital Champions
Sewing taster
Information Session
Power of Attorney
Talk
Museum of our Lives
Taster

Based on requests from
opportunities presented to
engAGE
Based on existing recent
provision
Based on request from engAGE
participants
Based on requests from
opportunities presented to
engAGE
Based on an opportunity
presented to the engAGE forum
to compliment the Art
Appreciation and Creative
Writing Sessions

One off talk. Cab be
repeated in Year 2.

1

Weekly drop in session
for 2 hours.

46

One off taster

1

One off talk. Can be
repeated in Year 2.

1

One off taster event

1

Year 2: Description of activities and events delivered in Year 2 of the engAGE
program including the number of people attending one or more session, total
number of sessions delivered and the total number of Learning/Social Hours
provided.
Year 2 2017 to 2018

Name

Description

This volunteer led writing group has
incorporated a number of author led
The Scribblers
workshops and produced 2 publications of
short stories and poems.
This book group continue to receive a new
title from the North Tyneside Libraries
Page Turners
readers collection, which offer more
challenging reads.
This volunteer led IT group meet weekly to
Digital
offer help and support for people with a
Champions
range of IT queries.
This group have transformed two green
spaces at the Linskill Centre; providing a
welcoming place for people to eat lunch
Nature on your and a warm and bright welcome to the
doorstep
main reception. The group have worked in
partnership with Encompass and the Can
Do Project working with young disabled
students from a local school.
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No of people
attending 1+
sessions

Total no
Total no of of
sessions Learning/
delivered Social
hours

23

41

82

16

11

11

30

44

88

30

48

96

Art
Appreciation

First Aid

Festive
Celebration

Christmas
Crafts
Christmas
Film
Film Club
Floristry
Workshops

Tai Chi

Poetry
appreciation

The Woolies

Watercolour

Harrogate
Flower Show

Pensions talk

Taking advantage of the Great Exhibition of
the North in 2018 participants arrange and
visit museums and art spaces on a monthly
basis. Two practical sessions have also been
incorporated.
The Red Cross delivered a first aid workshop
focusing on trips, falls and choking.
A Christmas party for engage participants
from Year 1 and a chance to welcome new
people for the future. People were treated
to a festive afternoon tea, live music and
enjoyed a raffle with donated prizes.
A new volunteer shared her love of crafts by
setting up three festive stations using easily
available and affordable items; Sock
Santas, Bauble Wreaths and Jeweled Book
marks.
Participants enjoyed the new colour version
of the old classic ' It’s a Wonderful Life'
After attending the Christmas Film a new
volunteer offered to set up a year program
of screenings incorporating more recently
released films.
A new volunteer offered to share her skills
after reducing her working hours.
Based on demand for a day time gentle
exercise a 6 week taster session was
offered which quickly continued and grew to
a regular feature on the engAGE
programme.
After attending the Scribblers writing group
in Year 1 some members wanted to focus
their skills on poetry.
After two participants at the Page Turners
reading group came together to share
crochet skills a weekly wool craft group
quickly took off. People bring their own
projects as well as getting involved with
other charity knits - including making over
2000 woolen poppies.
In partnership with North Tyneside Art
Studio to bring service users from the
referral based art studio into the Linskill
Centre a 2 hour watercolour taster session
was held.
Based on an interest from the Forum and
the gardening volunteers it was decided to
offer a day trip to another wise potentially
inaccessible annual floristry event in North
Yorkshire.
engAGE were approached by a local
building society to deliver a talk on pensions
and investments.
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13

7

21

16

1

2

50

1

3

10

2

4

12

1

3

66

9

30

30

3

6

50

33

33

12

11

22

28

30

60

16

1

2

32

1

8

7

1

2

Contemporar
y Dance
Taster

Mind Body
Flow

Summer Sing

Inspire
platform
sessions

Tea Dance

Ceramics

Live poetry
performance

Fire Safety

Crochet
master class

Sugar Craft

engAGE were approached by Dance City in
Newcastle to host a taster session in
contemporary dance to see if there was a
group of people who would like future
sessions to then perform at their annual
performance.
A taster session offered by a new exercise
group at the Linskill Centre. Participants
took part in an hours taster session in gentle
back pilates, rather than floor work, ballet,
mindfulness and relaxation.
After the success of the singing sessions
offered in Year 1 engAGE were able to
deliver a taster session during the summer singing for fun!
Funding from the Postcode Lottery was
secured to hire a tutor from Dance City
Newcastle for 12 weeks to bring a group of
dancers together for the Inspire
Performance. The group performed on
stage in front of an audience which was a
big achievement and a proud moment.
In partnership with Encompass and a social
enterprise called the Whitley Bay Tea
Dance Club a large scale celebration Tea
Dance, with live music and afternoon tea,
was held in the summer.
engAGE was approached by the North
Tyneside Art Studio to find them 10 older
people for a beginners ceramics workshop
as part of their new outreach programme to
reach with more people in the community.
As part of Age Takes Centre Stage and
because of the interests of the Word and
Verse Poetry group a local 'stand up' poet
delivered a witty set based on North East
life experience. The session also invited
people from the Word and Verse and the
Scribblers to share their own poems with
the audience.
The community engagement worker with
Tyne and Wear Fire and Rescue Service,
alongside a retired Fireman, offered a free
information session for engAGE participants
as part of Age Takes Centre Stage.
As a thank you for making so many charity
knits the Woolies group received a master
class crochet session to learn how to make
leaves and flowers which could then be
used to embellish other projects.
As part of Age Takes Centre Stage and to
offer a new learning opportunity to get
people in the festive mood a 2 hour
beginners Sugar Craft session offered older
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cake bakers the chance to gain skills for
topping their Christmas cakes.

Year 3: Summary of activities and events delivered in Year 3 per quarter of the
engAGE program including average attendance, volunteer hours given and
Learning/Social Hours provided.
Number
Average
Learning/Social
attendance Hours

Volunteer
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Opportunities
Quarter 1
Digital Champions
Scribblers - Creative Writing
Group
Tai Chi
Woollies – Knit and Natter
Group
Art Appreciation
Film Club
Page Turners – Reading
Group
Day Trip
Large event - Burns Night
Ceilidh
Total
Quarter 2
Digital Champions
Scribblers - Creative Writing
Group
Tai Chi
Woollies – Knit and Natter
Group
Art Appreciation
Film Club
Page Turners – Reading
Group
Day Trip
First Aid Workshop
Floristry Workshop
Scribblers Horror Workshop 1
Sugar craft Workshop
Total

27

Quarter 3
Digital Champions
Scribblers - Creative Writing Group
Tai Chi
Woollies – Knit and Natter Group
Art Appreciation
Film Club
Page Turners – Reading Group
Floristry Workshop
Hobby Club
Large event - Tea Dance
Scribblers Book Launch
Total
Quarter 4
Scribblers - Creative Writing Group
Tai Chi
Woollies – Knit and Natter Group
Digital Champions
Page Turners – Reading Group
Film Club
Art Appreciation
Scribblers Book Launch 4
Hobby Club
Large event - 3 Year Celebration
Floristry Workshop
Total

12
12
12
12
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
62
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